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Functional skills entry level 3 worksheets

Functional skills Cash settlements Entry Level 3 My Site Shows Full Products More WilSport Problems FE L1.17 Read and understand a number of special words in the context of L2.15 Use a range of reference materials and relevant resources (e.g. glossaries, legends/keys) for a variety of purposes, including to search for word values in simple and complex SOURCES FE E3.17 Spell correctly defined
words assigned to entry level 3 FE L1.13 Use reference materials and related strategies (e.g. using word type knowledge) for a range of purposes, including to find the meaning of words FE L1.21 Spell words are used most often in work, study and daily life, including specialized words FE L2.22 Spell words used in work, study and daily life, including a range of special words L1.25 Write sequentially and
accurately in complex sentences, using paragraphs where corresponding FE L2.28 Construct complex sentences sequentially and accurately using the items where the corresponding FE L1.9 Identify and understand the highlights ideas and details in fe L2.11 texts Identify different situations where the main points are sufficient, and when it is important to have specific details of FE L1.14 Understand
organizational and structural features and use them to search for relevant information (e.g. index, menu, subtitle, paragraphs) in a range of simple FE L1.14 texts Understand organizational and structural functions and use them to search for relevant information (e.g. index, menus, subheadings, paragraphs) in a range of simple FE L1.18 texts Use punctuation knowledge to help you understand simple FE
L1.15 Infer texts from image values not explicit in the accompanying text FE L1.16 Recognize a dictionary usually associated with specific types and purposes of texts (e.g. formal formal text FE L1.16 Recognize dictionary, generally related to specific types and purposes of texts (e.g. formal formal text FE L1.16. , informal, educational, descriptive, explanatory and compelling) FE L2.14 Understand the
relationship between text functions and devices, and how they can be used to form value for different audiences and goals FE L2.19 Define different writing styles and writer's voice TL - Synthesize information GCSE Reading A1 (a) Define and interpret GCSE Reading A1 (b) Select and synthesize GCSE A6G © 2020 Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.
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